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Just Start Something
A guide to support change in evolving educational environments

Concerns surround the unknown. This is no longer your grandfather’s school. However, within the halls of many schools, echoes of “What does a 21st
Century School Community look like” are being heard. Today’s pedagogy has forced conversations within school districts across the country to push
the limits of the built environment, creating a shift in culture.
This interactive conversation will provide opportunities for the audience to take away valuable insight from a school facility personnel’s perspective in
the demonstration of Innovation and Change. This story of the presenter’s journey demonstrates previously suppressed ideas of change creating
holistic solutions to educational environments that are making a difference. The resulting solutions take into account the entire environment, not
unlike the educators desire to educate the whole child. Examples of specific solutions include new ideas in flooring, mechanical, technology, as well
as a very unique line of furniture.
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David has been recognized as one of the most important
industry leaders in establishing solutions for the next
generation of educational environments.
He assists educational institutions and design professionals,
supporting programming and professional development
needs by delivering detailed, systematic conversations
surrounding the disruptive innovation approach to design.
Resulting environments demonstrate examples of 100%
engagement and wonder, sustainability, and improved
indoor air quality.
David Stubbs Design's solutions can be seen in the
installations of private schools in Punahou, Hawaii and the
Khan Academy’s first brick and mortar facility, as well as
numerous public and higher educational facilities
throughout the world.
David is truly passionate about the holistic design of
all educational spaces and is developing research with
university partnerships, creating MakerCulture solutions, and
developing new educational tools from various market
segments. He continues to lead the educational community
with valuable insight on how to bridge the gap between
curriculum/instruction and the built environment – to truly
create adaptable environments.
www.davidstubbsdesign.com

